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This tip is presented to you by the One More Game Pickleball Club (OMG).

When you own the kitchen, you own the game!

Pickleball is primarily played at the kitchen—not at the baseline, not in the middle of 
the court. It’s important to get to the kitchen as quickly 
as you can. If you stay at the baseline or in the middle 
of the court (also known as no man’s land), you’re a 
target waiting to be smashed to; and you certainly 
don’t want that!

If a ball is heading your way while you’re running to 
the kitchen, stop in your tracks, get in the “ready 
position”, and focus on getting the ball back over. 
Running to the kitchen and returning a ball at the same 
time is a difficult task to accomplish and will often lead to popping the ball up for 
your opponent to easily smash. 

If you lack mobility and you can’t sprint, just try to get up to the kitchen as quickly 
as you can. 

Here are three reasons why you should get to the kitchen:

• Reason #1:  You are in a better position to hit the ball DOWN which is a good 
thing. The farther back you move from the kitchen line, the more likely you are to 
have to hit the ball at an upward angle, thus popping the ball up, which is not good.

• Reason #2:  You drastically reduce your opponents’ options and have less court to 
cover. When you play at mid-court, you give your opponents more shot options.

• Reason #3:  It puts you on the offensive. Why run around trying to get balls 
your opponent hits past you when you can stay at the net and force them to hit a 
great shot or hit the ball right to you?


